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Elkhart Brass to Show New Products at FDIC  
New Products, Cutting Edge Accessories and Product Line Extensions  

 
Elkhart, IN, April 21, 2010 –  Elkhart Brass Manufacturing Co., Inc. announced today that a host of new, high 
performance Elkhart products will be officially unveiled during the 2010 FDIC show in Indianapolis. 
Demonstrations of the new products can be seen at the Elkhart Brass booth (#8715). 
 
Some of the products on display will be: 
 The only nozzle designed for CAF application, the patented Flex Attack, is a now available as a tip. Like 

the original nozzle, the new Flex Attack tip offers three smooth bore sizes – select with a simple click, 
without shutting down the water flow. 

 The UBEC series of electric valve controllers features several all new additions. The UBEC 1C and 1S 
break all conventions for size, price and performance. The UBEC 1AT provides a complete off-the-shelf 
package of automatic tank fill valve controller, valve, and tank level gauge. 

 The DV10P, a 10” Unibody dump valve, will be on display at both the Elkhart and Pierce 
Manufacturing booths during FDIC. Created from advance composite materials, the DV10P highlights 
how technology is changing today’s apparatus. 

 In collaboration with Fire Research Corporation, Elkhart is offering a mounted, remotely postitionable 
LED light for the Sidewinder EXM. Any EXM controller can be used to control the 13,300 lumen light. 

 
At the Elkhart Brass booth, FDIC attendees will see how advances in technology lead to product innovations and 
why Elkhart is the industry leader in both waterflow performance and new products. 
 
About Elkhart Brass 
Elkhart Brass Mfg. Co., Inc. is a leading manufacturer of scientifically advanced, high performance firefighting 
equipment. They have been owned and operated by the same family since they were founded in 1902.  In 
addition to water cannons, EXM technology, CAFS nozzles and the electric Unibody valve controllers, Elkhart 
Brass manufactures firefighting nozzles, fireground appliances, foam eductors, apparatus valves and fittings, 
plus accessories for many of these components. 
 

Elkhart, IN, April 21, 2010 –   Elkhart Brass Mfg. Co., Inc. to unveil new products at 2010 FDIC in Indianapolis. 
Included in the new product line-up are: new Flex Attack tip, new UBEC valve controllers, and accessories for 
the Sidewinder EXM. Demonstrations of the new products can be seen at the Elkhart Brass booth (#8715) 


